Leila Heller Gallery

at The Armory Show, New York
March 7 – 10, 2013
Booth 734, Pier 94

Leila Heller Gallery will present new work of contemporary artists, including a group of new works by Arak Mikailian, Recent American, Rachel Lee Hovnanian, Leila Parguez, Rafael Lady, and others, at the 2013 Armory Show, New York’s largest international art fair. The Armory Show is one of the most important art fairs in the world and a must-see event for art lovers and collectors.

New York City-based artist Arak Mikailian will unveil new work of Recent American, which includes multimedia pieces that merge traditional and contemporary forms of expression. Mikailian’s work is characterized by a mix of #@&fits, text, and other elements that challenge the boundaries of traditional art.

Rachel Lee Hovnanian will present new work that explores the relationship between art and technology, with pieces that combine digital and physical elements. Her works are known for their ability to evoke emotion and engage the viewer on a deep level.

Leila Parguez, a Belgian artist, will also be featured, with new work that explores the intersection of art and social issues. Her work often addresses themes of identity and cultural appropriation, and she uses a variety of mediums to convey her messages.

Rafael Lady, a Brazilian artist, will present new work that explores the relationship between art and identity. Her works often feature bold colors and patterns, and she uses a variety of mediums to create her pieces.

The Armory Show is a great opportunity to see the latest works of some of the most innovative artists working today, and Leila Heller Gallery is proud to be a part of this exciting event.